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Abstract: This paper strives for a better understanding of Android and iOS mobile operating systems, their history and overall development to today, a detailed research of Android and iOS performance, determining their strengths and flaws, and their comparative analysis. The goal is to provide a detailed study of the strengths and weaknesses of Android and iOS platforms and converting applications from Android to iOS platform and vice versa with the aim to increase their usage in the mobile application market, therefore the time and costs needed for development and realization to be significantly reduced, in order to provide application content designed by the Android platform to be usable on the iOS platform and vice versa.
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1. Introduction

Today there is a number of mobile operating systems that have tried to be the best in the world, but none has managed to climb to the top and make such impact as iOS and Android. Android is a software set of software subsystems needed to provide a fully functional solution for mobile devices. iOS is a mobile operating system that allows all other applications to run on one of its iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad products. Both platforms contain similarities in method of use and the devices that are used, but there are many differences that result from different operating systems: Android and iOS. These challenges are thoroughly explored and explained in this paper.

In the mobile phone market, the emergence of various smartphone platforms such as Android and IOS forcing developers to constantly develop applications with the same content in order to ensure compliance with each of the available platforms. Then, each application developed from one platform in order to be used on another platform must be reprogrammed. As a result, it takes considerable time and cost to analyze and convert the contents of a mobile application to use a platform on a smart phone.

By automatically converting existing application content to the content of other application content, existing application content can quickly be downloaded to different platforms. As a result, their usage will increase, and therefore the workforce, time and costs will be reduced.

In this paper, in order to solve this problem, automatic converting and converters designed to automatically translate Android content into iOS and vice versa has been studied.

2. Android Operating System and Play Store

Android is a mobile operating system developed by Google, which is primarily intended for mobile devices such as smartphones. The operating system uses touch inputs such as dragging, tapping and pinching to manipulate display objects and virtual keyboard. In 2015, Android had the largest installed base on all mobile operating systems.

In June 2017, the Google Play Mobile App Store has released over 3,000,000 Android apps, and over 80 billion applications have been downloaded. In 2017, the Google I / O company discovered that they had over 2 billion active Android users per month, unlike the previous year, with a figure of approximately 1.5 billion active users.
Starting from 2008 to the present, Android has had many upgrades that have been gradually improved its operating system by adding new features and fixing errors in previous versions. Each new version is named after a dessert in alphabetical order: Cupcake 1.5; Donut 1.6; Eclair 2.0; Froyo 2.2; Gingerbread 2.3; Honeycomb 3.0; Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0; Jelly Bean 4.1; KitKat 4.4; Lollipop 5.0; Marshmallow 6.0; Nougat 7.0 and the latest Oreo 8.0 version [1] [2] [3].

3. iOS Operating System and App Store

iPhone operating system or iOS is a mobile operating system developed in 2007 by Apple Inc., which works exclusively on Apple's mobile devices such as iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Apple TV and other Apple devices.

By January 2017, Apple’s App Store contains more than 2.2 million iOS applications. All these mobile applications were downloaded more than 130 billion times. In 2017 the operating system had 710 million active devices. In the latest data obtained on the basis of the reports received in the third quarter of 2017, Apple announced that it has sold more than 1.2 billion iOS devices.

Apple Inc. almost every year provides updates to the iOS operating system for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch via iTunes, and from iOS 5.0 version provides over-the-air software updates. All available versions of iPhone are: iPhone OS 1, iPhone iOS 2, iPhone iOS 3, iOS 4, iOS 5, iOS 6, iOS 7, iOS 8, iOS 9, iOS 10 and the latest iOS 11 version [6] [7] [8].

4. Analysis of the Advantages and Disadvantages of Android and iOS Platforms

Regarding the analysis made in various categories, I can conclude that in the interface section iOS is convincingly leading over Android because of its more uniform, stylish and convenient interface, while in terms of user experience slight advantage is given to Android due to the huge set of choosing menus, their interface, while in terms of user experience slight advantage is over Android because of its more uniform, stylish and convenient keyboard [9].

In the application availability section, iOS runs over Android due to the simpler interface, higher buying of expensive games, and thus more profitability and more recommendations for new applications [10] [14].

Following the operating system stability section, and the research conducted in the first quarter of 2017, it was found that 68% of iOS devices experienced a failure concerning the number of problems, application decline, overheating of the device and drop in connectivity, etc., while for Android devices this figure is 50% [19]. In the research, the results showed that Android applications were more likely to fail by 18%, while the decline in iOS applications was 50%. As the most unstable iOS models are mentioned iPhone 6, iPhone 6s, iPhone 5s and iPhone 6 Plus, while Samsung, Xiaomi, Motorola, Sony and Lenovo are mentioned as the most uns Android manufacturers. In terms of the most unstable apps on the iOS operating system are Facebook, Instagram, Google, Facebook Messenger, Snapchat, and Pinterest appear on Android, while on the Android system are IMS Service, Facebook, Goggle Play Services, TouchWiz Home and Address Book. As the final conclusion about the stability of the systems, it can be said that Android is more serious and stable system in terms of the iOS system [11] [12] [13].

Regarding software upgrades, both platforms are regularly and timely updated and there is a lot of control over their software. However, preference is given to Apple because it offers a safer and more up-to-date update of its versions, while on Android depending on the mobile operator of the user who is testing the new versions depends when the new updates are going to be provided [20].

It's hard to compare these two platforms when it comes to battery life due to the diversity of their hardware. iPhone is limited with size of its battery, while Android devices have various sizes of batteries that can easily overpower the iPhone. Apple's battery is still unchangeable, unlike Android that has a variable battery and thus increases the utilization of the Android device. Newer models of Android, with the exception of the standard wired battery charging, also include wireless charging, which is slower than the standard yet gives great convenience to users, while in Apple models this feature is still unavailable. In this section, Android is in great advantage because of its greater benefits over the iPhone [21].

In the camera's device area, a small advantage is given to iOS because it extracts the maximum values from its hardware. By comparing the 12 megapixel camera on the iPhone 7 and the 16 megapixel camera of the LG G5, the iPhone has far more powerful camera than just a megapixel. The camera and platform applications themselves are fast and easy to use, although the iPhone's preference is given for greater ease of use and better image results without filtering them.

The analysis made in terms of peripheral devices with Android and iOS preference is given to iOS because Apple has built a larger ecosystem of peripherals (iPad, Apple Watch, MacBook and HomeKit) and in that way has a larger number of peripherals devices.

In terms of routing, launching the operating system and jailbreak, Android is the winner because of the possibility of routing the mobile device. With the routing mobile device has access to multiple applications and is available for the latest system updates, greater aesthetic enhancements to the operating system, increased device speed, increased battery life and many more. While iOS has jailbreak feature of the device that allows downloading and installing apps outside the App Store and removing some restrictions, it's still not as effective as Android routing [16] [22].

With Android and iOS settings, there are many different elements, but a huge advantage is given to Android because the user can customize his experience in many ways, there is a possibility to install various launchers to change the look of the user interface, a possibility to set up more backgrounds in the background and shortcuts and also opportunity to choose its default keyboard, while iOS 8 supports third-party keyboard, but it's not even close to that of Android [24].

The connectivity on both platforms is classical because it
supports Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. Android uses NFC, i.e. wireless communication in a short field, while iOS has this feature included on the iPhone 6 and 6+. In this category, Android wins because NFC is unlocked and it is much easier to add third party add-ons [23].

When choosing devices, Android is incredibly leading due to the huge variety of various mobile devices, while iOS is only available on Apple devices.

The basic functionality for calling and messaging is effective on both platforms. Android offers Hangouts, Messenger, Allo and Duo, through which users can send messages over the Internet or SMS, while iOS has FaceTime and iMessage that offer many more features, GIFs, stickers, integration of third-party applications and according to stated and according to ease of use, iOS wins. Regarding standard email applications, both platforms use a number of third-party email applications. However, the Gmail app on Android is more popular and more powerful than the e-mail application from iOS Mail and it offers the user an option to add more email addresses from various providers. Because of this reason, the advantage is given to Android [29].

Each platform uses its own web browser, Google Chrome on Android and Safari on iOS. Both browsers are high quality with the difference that Chrome is available for iOS, while Safari is not for Android. Both, Android and iOS offer good maps and accurate estimates, but the quality of Google Maps is unbeatable. It contains more points and is more detailed compared to Apple Maps. Safety on both platforms is at a satisfactory level. Due to the huge focus on rapid updates, Android lags behind with the security of its system compared to the iOS system. A number of Android devices use software that is older than 3 years and are therefore susceptible to serious hacking that is a threat to security. Apple is working to improve its security with the Touch ID that represents fingerprint recognition. Increased surveillance over iOS applications and the ability to update multiple devices more quickly takes advantage over system security [17] [18] [31].

The privacy of iOS users is on high level because user personal data is encrypted and not read, used, or stored by Apple, while Android is less encrypted and privacy is more unprotected. That's why Apple offers the best protection for the privacy of its users.

As a platform iOS is simpler and easier to use because it is the same in all iOS devices, unlike Android that is different on each device from different manufacturers. Also iOS is less cumbersome and more fashionable than most Android phones and it makes iOS a winner in this category.

And finally, in terms of creating and publishing applications, Android and Play Store are winning because of their greater freedom and cheaper registration fee [30].

5. Study of Converting Applications from Android to iOS Platform and Vice Versa

An analysis of a mobile application has been made that automatically converts Android apps into iOS and iOS apps in Android with the help of content analyzer, resource converter, engine mapping engine, and source translator. The Android platform developed by Google is an optimized platform for mobile devices with the perfect combination of operating system, middleware and application programs. The iOS platform developed by Apple is the world’s most advanced mobile operating system, which is constantly redefining its devices. By converting Android apps into iOS, resources such as images and sounds can be converted, the API can be converted using the platform mapping engine, and the application sources can be converted using a source translator with compiler-writing technology [26] [27].

The analyzer analyzes the input content and produces output where the resource data and source code stored in the content are separated. A resource converter is a system that converts text or binary data from an application that needs to be converted to image, sound, and user data, so that it can be used for the purpose of the platform of the file system. The engine mapping platform is a system that provides API functions that allow the previous platform to recreate the executable environment using the target platform functions. The platform can supports the functions to work in the same form and also it enables the converted codes to be easily understood and changed [28].

It also takes care of the reliability and stability of performance from the homogeneity of the environment. The source translator receives Android codes that are produced by the content analyzer and translates them into iOS source codes that are semantically equivalent and perform the same function on the Android platform.

6. Programming Android and iOS Application

An environment for studying the conversion of Android and iOS applications has been developed using the Xamarin tool to create mobile applications with their natural interface. The new application consists a music player and a picture gallery. It has been tested and functional on both platforms, Android and iOS.

![Figure 1. Model on Android - iOS converter.](image-url)
There are no differences between the two programming languages, because Xamarin uses the C# programming language to create both applications. Regarding the design, Android has more precision, clarity and naturalness, while the iOS design is more undefined, contains larger images, negative space and the most commented difference among users is that there is no button "Back". In terms of application programming, Android application programming meant application programming that would be used on a large number of Android devices, with different screen sizes and various ratios, while iOS is standard for its devices. For these reasons, there is fragmentation of Android versions, and because of that, the programming of Android apps is very complicated, unlike iOS where the situation is convincingly easier and it saves a lot of time for developers [4] [5] [15] [25].

7. Conclusion

Through the analysis of both platforms Android and iOS as a winner of this "battle", Android comes out with a very small difference of 9 vs. 8. Although Android is a winner, iOS is a more favorable operating system because of its victories in design, safety, upgrade, applications and ecosystem categories. iOS guarantees timely software updates, prioritizes the privacy of users, has a better ecosystem of applications and games compared to Android. For these reasons, as an overall winner, I declare Apple and its iOS.

The final results obtained in converting applications showed that the image, audio signal, graphics and other features of the converted iOS application were the same as those of the Android app and vice versa. With automatic converting of content, it can be transferred to different platforms. As a result, the utilization of the application will increase, the time and costs will be reduced.
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